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	Scott Donaldson, Stanley Siegel and Gary Donaldson interview many of the world's most influential chief technology officers in CTOs at Work, offering a brand-new companion volume to the highly acclaimed elite At Work books including Coders at Work, CIOS at Work and Venture Capitalists at Work. As the words “at work” suggest, the authors focus on how their interviewees tackle the day-to-day work of the CTO while revealing much more: how they got there, how they manage and allocate projects, and how they interact with business units and ensure that their companies take advantage of technologies, teamwork, and software development practices to respond to organizational needs and improve employee productivity. Surveying a variety of unique corporations, CTOs at Work offers insights into the present and future of CTOs in organizations around the world.


	Other books in the Apress At Work Series:


	Coders at Work, Seibel, 978-1-4302-1948-4


	Venture Capitalists at Work, Shah & Shah, 978-1-4302-3837-9


	CIOs at Work, Yourdon, 978-1-4302-3554-5


	Founders at Work, Livingston, 978-1-4302-1078-8


	European Founders at Work, Santos, 978-1-4302-3906-2


	Women Leaders at Work, Ghaffari, 978-1-4302-3729-7


	Advertisers at Work, Tuten, 978-1-4302-3828-7


	Gamers at Work, Ramsay. 978-1-4302-3351-0


	What you’ll learn

	
		How many chief technical officers from the world's leading corporations do their job, and the skills they consider most essential for carrying out their work effectively
	
		Interesting applications of technology and software development used to increase productivity or profitability in today's leading organizations
	
		The technology and business-related challenges and opportunities that CTOs foresee in years to come



	Who this book is for


	Anyone interested in how a CTO views the use of technologies in an organization and leads its software development initiatives. This book is especially useful for managers, developers, and IT personnel charged with using automation to increase productivity. Indeed, it's not just for aspiring CTOs, but also for project managers, software engineers, and application developers who want a better understanding of the strategies their senior IT executives employ to make their organizations as productive and competitive as possible.
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C# 3.0: The Complete Reference 3/EMcGraw-Hill, 2008
We programmers are a demanding bunch, always looking for ways to improve the performance, efficiency, and portability of our programs. We also demand much from the tools we use, especially when it comes to programming languages.

There are many programming languages, but only a few are great. A great programming language must be powerful,...
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Hands-On Enterprise Automation with Python.: Automate common administrative and security tasks with PythonPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Invent your own Python scripts to automate your infrastructure

	
		Key Features

		
			Make the most of Python libraries and modules to automate your infrastructure
	
			Leverage Python programming to automate server configurations and administration tasks
	
			Efficiently...
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Selling IT TrainingPremier Press, 2003
Selling is a skill. Selling in the ever-changing world of IT training is an art. Martin Bean is a uniquely gifted master of this art form. Now he shares his wisdom, his experience, and his insider’s perspective on the challenges and the opportunities of the IT training marketplace. Learn how you can develop the skills and strengths that will...
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Practical Intrusion Analysis: Prevention and Detection for the Twenty-First CenturyAddison Wesley, 2009

	The Only Definitive Guide to New State-of-the-Art Techniques in Intrusion Detection and Prevention


	 


	Recently, powerful innovations in intrusion detection and prevention have evolved in response to emerging threats and changing business environments....
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Patterns for Parallel Programming (Software Patterns Series)Addison Wesley, 2004

The Parallel Programming Guide for Every Software Developer


From grids and clusters to next-generation game consoles, parallel computing is going mainstream. Innovations such as Hyper-Threading Technology, HyperTransport Technology, and multicore microprocessors from IBM, Intel, and Sun are accelerating the...
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PartisanHarperCollins, 1945

	I am deeply grateful to Second Lieutenant Denvir for giving me

	the opportunity to write this book, and for his patient and

	good-natured submission to a cross-examination lasting many

	weeks. My thanks are due also to Mrs Denvir, whose

	hospitality made this cross-examination so much easier for all of

	us, and to Major-General HK...
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